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Abstract
A critical comparison of a hard-sphere discrete particle model, a two-fluid model with kinetic theory
closure equations and experiments performed in a pseudo two-dimensional gas-fluidised bed is made.
Bubble patterns, time-averaged particle distributions and bed expansion dynamics measured with a non-
intrusive digital image analysis technique are compared to simulation results obtained at three different
fluidisation velocities. For both CFD models the simulated flow fields and granular temperature profiles are
compared. The effects of grid refinement, particle-wall interaction, long-term particle contacts, particle
rotation and gas-particle drag are studied. The most critical comparison between experiments and model
results is given by analysis of the bed expansion dynamics. Though both models predict the right
fluidisation regime and trends in bubble sizes and bed expansion, the predicted bed expansion dynamics
differ significantly from the experimental results.

1. Introduction
In the last decade significant research efforts have been made to develop detailed micro balance
models to study the complex hydrodynamics of gas-fluidised beds (Gidaspow, 1994; Simonin
1996; Enwald et al., 1996; Kuipers and van Swaaij, 1998; Goldschmidt et al., 2000). Broadly
speaking two different types of hydrodynamic models can be distinguished, Eulerian (continuum)
models and Lagrangian (discrete element) models. Both consider the gas phase as a continuum.
The flow fields at sub-particle level are not resolved and empirical equations are applied for fluid-
particle drag. Owing to the continuum description of the particulate suspension, Eulerian models
require additional closure laws to describe particle-particle and/or particle wall interactions. In
most recent continuum models constitutive relations according to the kinetic theory of granular
flow are incorporated. This theory is basically an extension of the classical kinetic theory of gases
(Chapman and Cowling, 1970) to dense particulate flows, that takes non-ideal particle-particle
collisions and gas-particle drag into account. Discrete particle models on the other hand do not
require additional closure equations for the suspended particulate phase since they compute the
motion of every individual particle, taking collisions and external forces acting on the particles
directly into account. However, the number of particles that these models can handle (i.e.
typically less than 106) is orders of magnitude lower than that encountered in most (industrial)
fluidised beds. To overcome the lack of suitable experimental data, experiments with relatively
large glass beads, for which the collision parameters were accurately measured, were performed
in a laboratory scale fluidised bed. A digital image analysis technique was developed to non-
intrusively study the bed dynamics of mono-disperse and binary systems. The experimental
technique and the obtained data are discussed in more detail in Goldschmidt (2001). This paper
focuses on the comparison between experimental results and simulations. Experiments performed
with approximately 24750 glass beads at three different fluidisation velocities are compared to
simulation results obtained with a hard-sphere discrete particle model and a two-fluid continuum
model with closures according to the kinetic theory of granular flow.

2. Comparison of CFD models and experimental results

2.1. Experimental conditions
The experiments have been carried out in a laboratory scale pseudo two-dimensional gas-
fluidised bed, constructed of glass. To obtain homogeneous gas inflow and suppress pressure
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drop fluctuations at the bottom of the bed, a 3 mm thick stainless steel porous plate with 10
micron pores is used as gas distributor. The inlet flow rate is accurately controlled by mass flow
controllers and rapid switching magnetic valves. To prevent the build up of static electricity the
humidity of the inlet air is maintained at 60-70% by addition of steam. A coarse grid is mounted
on the top of the bed to prevent the particles from accidentally leaving the system. The pressure
drop over this grid is negligible and the freeboard pressure is atmospheric. The collision
parameters for particle-particle and particle-wall collisions were obtained from detailed impact
measurements performed by the Impact Research Group of the Open University at Milton
Keynes, where an accurate technique to measure collision parameters has been developed
(Kharaz et al., 1999). The measured particle collision parameters that were assumed to be
independent of impact angle and velocity are summarised in table 1, together with further
experimental details on bed dimensions and particle properties. Initially the bed was filled up to
15 cm with approximately 24750 glass beads. Experiments have been carried out at 1.25, 1.50
and 2.00 times the minimum fluidisation velocity. The bed behaviour was recorded with a 3-CCD
digital video camera at a frequency of 25 Hz. A digital image analysis technique was developed
to measure bubble patterns and bed expansion dynamics that are used to validate the CFD
simulations reported in this paper. Though the bed was only 6 particle diameters in depth, smooth
fluidisation behaviour was observed at all operating conditions. Visual observation of the lowest
13 mm of the bed close to the gas distributor was obstructed by a flange, which has been applied
to mount the bed to the distributor.

2.2. Simulation conditions
Since the simulated system is a flat fluidised bed the motion of the gas in the depth direction is
neglected and the gas phase hydrodynamics are only resolved in 2D. The numerical methods that
are applied to solve the gas-phase flow field are taken exactly the same for both models. For the
gas phase a prescribed influx condition is applied at the bottom, no-slip boundary conditions are
applied at the side walls and a prescribed pressure condition is applied at the top of the bed. In the
discrete particle model the motion of all particles is resolved in full 3D. Particle-particle and
particle-wall collisions are described with the collision parameters specified in table 1. In the
continuum model the 3D motion of the particles is taken into account in the derivation of the
KTGF closure equations, but the conservation equations themselves are only resolved in 2D. The
effect of non-ideal particle-particle collisions is taken into account in the KTGF by the coefficient
of restitution e which is assumed to be equal to en for nearly elastic particles. The partial slip
boundary conditions that are applied to the particulate phase are given by (Sinclair and Jackson,
1989). So particle-wall interactions are described by the coefficient of restitution for particle-wall
collisions and the specularity coefficient for particle-wall collisions. The specularity coefficient is
set to 0 (impact of perfect sphere on flat wall), since it can not directly be related to the measured
coefficients of friction and tangential restitution. In all simulations the minimum fluidisation
condition is used as initial condition, where after the gas inlet velocity is stepwise set to the
required fluidisation velocity.

2.3. Comparison of bubble patterns
Figure 1 shows images taken from the experiments and simulations obtained from both CFD
models at the moment of bubble eruption at the bed surface. It can be seen from this figure that
just as in the experiments both models predict slugging fluidisation. Larger bubbles and higher
bed expansion are observed as the fluidisation velocity increases. For all fluidisation conditions
images taken from the discrete particle simulation show the best agreement with pictures taken
from the experiments. As can be observed from figure 1 and could even better be seen from
animations that were made of all simulations, the discrete particle model is better capable of
capturing complex structures that are observed in experiments, such as initialisation of small
bubbles near the bottom of the bed and strings of particles within larger bubbles.
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2.4. Comparison of time-average flow patterns
It is tempting to conclude from images such as shown in figure 1 that the discrete particle model
shows better agreement with the experiments than the continuum model, especially since the
discrete representation of all particles makes the results look more realistic. But, apart from being
able to capture the bubble pattern, CFD models should also be able to predict the correct bed
dynamics and time-average bed behaviour. Therefor the bed expansion dynamics and time-
average particle volume fractions were measured using a measurement method based on digital
image analysis. For details on the applied measurement technique the interested reader is referred
to Goldschmidt (2001). The time-average particle concentration patterns that have been obtained
from averaging the measured particle volume fractions are presented in figure 2. Though the
measurements were performed for several minutes a relatively short averaging period of 5
seconds was applied. This was done so to obtain a fairer comparison with the averages obtained
from the simulations that were only run for 10 seconds. As can be seen from figure 2 the
measured average particle concentration patterns are reasonably symmetric and comparison to
other averages that were taken for different averaging periods confirmed that they are
representative. The experimental results in figure 2 show that especially at higher fluidisation
velocities the particle fractions are the highest near the system walls. This is due to the fact that
bubbles in the dense bottom of the bed mostly pass through the centre of the bed and at the
moment of eruption particles are ejected into the freeboard. Figure 2 also shows time-average
particle volume fractions resulting from simulations with both CFD models. For the discrete
particle simulations the solids volume fraction for each computational cell k was calculated from
the number of particles in that cell using:
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Figure 2 confirms that the discrete particle model shows better agreement with the experiments.
This is especially clear at 1.50 Umf and 2.00 Umf, where the time-average particle volume fraction
profiles obtained from the discrete particle model reflect the experimentally observed higher
volume fractions near the walls, while the profiles obtained from the continuum model are much
more homogeneous. The homogeneity of the time-averages obtained from the two-fluid model is
a result of the lack of small bubbles near the bottom of the bed and the rise of bubbles along the
side walls as well as through the core of the bed. It can further be concluded from figure 2 that the
bed expansion observed in the experiments at 1.50 Umf and 2.00 Umf is somewhat higher than
both models predict. A comparison between the predicted particle phase velocities is presented in
figure 3. The presented velocities are obtained from the models by volume fraction weighted
averaging of the particle phase velocity field:
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For the discrete particle model the particle phase velocity for each cell is obtained from averaging
the velocities of all particles in that cell according to:
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The same time-average particle flow profile with upward flow through the centre of the column
and downward flow near the system walls is obtained for all simulations. It becomes clear from
this figure that though both models predict the same time-average particle circulation pattern, the
flow obtained by the discrete particle model is much stronger than that obtained by the two-fluid
model. Besides the ensemble averaged particle velocities figure 3 also shows the time-averaged
fluctuating velocity (granular temperature) profiles for both models. From the discrete particle
simulations the granular temperature in each cell is computed from the following equation:
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Just as the velocity profiles the presented granular temperature profiles are volume fraction
weighted time-averages obtained as:
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Comparison between the granular temperature profiles and the particle volume fraction profiles
presented in figure 2 shows that both models predict lower granular temperatures in areas where
the particle volume fraction is high and visa versa. Further it can be seen that the continuum
model predicts high granular temperatures in the splash zone of the bed, which are not observed
in the discrete particle simulation. However, the number of particles on which the computation of
the granular temperature in this region from the discrete particle model is based, is too small to
obtain a statistically meaningful average. The grey intensities of the figures at different
fluidisation velocities indicate that both models predict an increase in particle velocity
fluctuations as the fluidisation velocity increases. A quantitative comparison of the granular
temperatures predicted by both models as a function of the fluidisation velocity is given in figure
4. In that figure the time-averaged granular temperatures that are obtained from volume fraction
weighted averaging over the whole system are presented. This temperature is calculated by:
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The error bars in the figure indicate the fluctuations of this granular temperature, computed from
the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the fluctuations of bed average granular temperature:
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The conclusion that can be drawn from figure 4 is that the granular temperatures that are
predicted by both models are of the same order of magnitude. Further it is interesting to notice
that both models predict the same dependence of the granular temperature on the fluidisation
velocity. These observations confirm that the kinetic theory of granular flow gives meaningful
estimates for the fluctuating particle velocity, which is a key variable in the closure equations.
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2.5. Comparison of bed expansion dynamics
To characterise the bed expansion dynamics the average particle height in all experiments and
simulations was computed from:
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An example of the bed expansion dynamics that was obtained at 1.50 Umf is presented in figure 5.
To quantify the bed expansion dynamics the time-average particle height, the intensity of the
particle height fluctuations and the dominant fluctuation frequency have been determined. For
this analysis the experimental signals obtained from tmin = 5 s to tmax = 60 s were analysed. These
signals were sampled at a frequency of 25 Hz and a standard Fourier analysis technique was
applied to determine the dominant bed expansion frequency. All experiments were performed in
triplo and their results where within 5 % of the presented average values. The simulated bed
expansion signals were sampled at a much higher frequency of at least 1000 Hz. To prevent start
up effects from influencing the results only the signals obtained from tmin = 5 s to tmax = 10 s were
analysed. Therefor the accuracy of the bed expansion frequency is somewhat less then for the
experiments (about 10%). An overview of the performed bed expansion analyses is presented in
table 2. The first thing to notice from figure 5 and table 2 is that both models predict too low
average particle heights and particle height fluctuations have a too low intensity. Also the
frequency of the particle height fluctuations is too high. Of both models the discrete particle
model again seems to give the best resemblance with the experiments. The models predict about
the same average bed expansion, but at 1.50 Umf and 2.00 Umf, as a result of the formation of
larger bubbles, the discrete particle model predicts stronger fluctuations at a lower frequency.
Significant changes regarding the earlier reported bubble patterns and time-averaged flow fields
are not observed in both simulations. The results for the bed dynamics are summarised in table 2.
Comparison of the results of the discrete particle simulations with ideal and non-ideal particle-
wall interactions shows that there is hardly any effect of the walls on the average particle height
and the intensity of the particle.

2.5.1. Effect of grid refinement
The comparison is actually somewhat flawed, since the grid that was applied for both models
might have been too coarse for the continuum model to fully capture the bed dynamics.
Especially the prediction of steep particle concentration gradients around bubbles and strings of
particles might have been hindered. Therefor the two-fluid simulations at 1.50 Umf and 2.00 Umf

were repeated on a refined grid of 30 x 90 cells. At first sight these simulations did not show
significantly different results at any of the studied fluidisation velocities. Bubble contours were
better resolved but bubble sizes and bed heights observed from images and animations did not
improve significantly. The time-average particle volume fraction pattern did not show a
significant increase of the particle fraction near the wall and particle velocities were still lower
than those observed in the discrete particle simulation. However, the results of the bed expansion
analysis that are presented in table 2 show a clear improvement of both the bed expansion
frequency and the intensity of the bed height fluctuations, especially at 2.00 Umf. So even though
grid refinement hardly changed the instantaneous flow structure and time-averaged flow patterns,
the predicted bed dynamics improved significantly. Further grid refinements were carried out but
did not show significant improvements.
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2.5.2. Wall effects
Since the experiments were carried out in a pseudo two-dimensional bed particle-wall interactions
may have had a significant influence on the observed bed dynamics. In the discrete particle
simulations particle-wall interactions with all system walls have been described with the
experimentally obtained collision parameters. In the continuum simulations on the contrary, the
front and the back wall have not been taken into account since the conservation equations were
only resolved in 2D. To study the influence that those walls might have had on the simulation
results and the experiments, a discrete particle simulation with ideal (en = 1, µ = 0, β0 = 0) front
and back walls and a full 3D two-fluid simulation with partial slip wall conditions for all walls
have been carried out. Only the bed expansion frequency increases somewhat. The results of the
two-fluid simulation can best be compared to those of the fine grid simulation, since the 3D
simulation was carried out on a 30 x 90 x 3 grid with 0.5 mm spacing. Though the intensity of the
bed expansion fluctuations seems to have decreased a little and the frequency increased a bit the
differences between the 2D and 3D two-fluid simulations are not significant. To get a better grip
on the influence of wall effect simulations in which all particle-wall interactions were assumed to
be ideal were performed. These simulations confirmed the influences that the bed expansion
frequency rises when there is less particle wall interaction, whereas all other bed characteristics
remain essentially unchanged.

2.5.3. Long-term and multi-particle contacts
The first thing that was noticed from table 2 was that both models predicted too low average
particle heights, particle height fluctuations were too frequent and had a too low intensity. Visual
observation of the experiments made clear that these differences were mainly caused by the
formation of densely packed regions. In these regions hardly any vibration of particles could be
observed. The bed seemed locally defluidised. Densely packed clusters that were formed by
particle compression (mostly) at the bottom of the bed were accelerated towards the top. Break up
of these clusters took a while which caused large quantities of particles to be lifted. This led to
intense fluctuations of the observed particle heights. Though the lack of one degree of freedom in
the pseudo 2D experimental setup will have enhanced the formation of defluidised areas, it is
believed that this phenomenon will also occur in systems with a greater depth. In the simulations
bed expansion as intense as observed in the experiments only occurred at the start up (see figure
5). At that moment the bed was in a randomly packed dense state and animations show that the
whole bed content was accelerated, just as in the experiments. So both CFD models are capable
of predicting large bed expansion, but the required formation of densely packed bed regions does
not occur. Laux (1998) tested several models from the field of soil mechanics. Incorporation of
the best model identified by Laux did not lead to significant improvement of the predictions.

2.5.4. Particle rotation
Apart from the different ways of representing the particulate suspension and particle-wall
interactions, another main difference between the simulations with both CFD models regards
particle rotation. Rotation is taken into account in the discrete particle simulations but not in the
continuum simulations. To study the effect of particle rotation on the simulated bed dynamics a
discrete particle simulation was carried out in which the coefficients of friction and tangential
restitution were set to zero. This prevents the transformation of translational motion into particle
rotation upon collision and rotational energy losses become zero. The results of the discrete
particle simulation without rotation showed a clear change in bed dynamics. Snapshots taken
from the simulation showed that smaller bubbles were formed. These resulted into more frequent
and less intense bed dynamics (see table 2). The time-average particle volume fraction and
velocity patterns were also computed and a detailed comparison with the patterns shown in
figures 2 and 3 revealed that the time-average particle volume fraction has become more
homogeneous and time-average particle velocities decreased. This is because about as many
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small bubbles rise through the core of the bed as rise along the walls. Apparently the absence of
rotation and subsequent energy losses in the two-fluid model is the main reason for the observed
differences between both models.

2.5.5. Drag model
Particle fluidisation and fluidised bed expansion are caused by drag exerted by the interstitial gas
on the particulate phase. Though most hydrodynamic models nowadays apply the drag model
based on the equations of Ergun and Wen and Yu, there is no general consensus about the
modelling of gas-particle drag. An overview of drag models that have been applied can be found
in Enwald et al. (1996). To study the influence of the applied drag model on the presented results
the two drag models that predict the lowest (Foscolo et al., 1983) and the highest (Garside and
Al-Dibouni, 1977) gas-particle drag have been implemented in the two-fluid model. Simulations
to study the effect of the different drag models were performed at 1.92 m/s (= 1.5 Umf based on
Ergun equation). Results of the bed expansion analysis are shown in table 2. The average particle
height predicted by the model of Foscolo et al. was somewhat lower than the predictions resulting
from the base case. The average particle height obtained using the model of Garside and Al-
Dibouni was not higher as expected, but the bed height fluctuations were stronger and more
frequent. No significant differences in bubble size could be observed and the time-average profile
for the drag model by Garside and Al-Dibouni looked exactly like that presented for the base case
simulations with the two-fluid model in figure 2b. More surprisingly the bed height fluctuations
obtained with the drag model by Foscolo et al. were also stronger than in the base case. From
animations of the simulations it could be observed that the packing density in dense areas was
higher, which caused acceleration of larger quantities of particles by bigger bubbles passing
preferentially through the centre of the bed. The time-average particle volume fraction profile
looked like that for the two-fluid model at 1.25 Umf presented in figure 2a. So there are clear
differences between the results obtained with the different drag models, but a decision which
model is the best can not be made. Though the bubble sizes and the intensity of the bed expansion
are in favour of the model by Foscolo et al, the average particle height and bed expansion
frequency are not. The simulations with the alternative drag models show much larger differences
with the experiments than they show with each other.

Conclusions
A comparison of a hard-sphere discrete particle model, a two-fluid model with kinetic theory
closure equations and experiments in a pseudo two-dimensional gas-fluidised bed has been made.
The discrete particle simulations were performed with a 3D hard-sphere model and the
experiments were carried out with particles with well know collision parameters, which enabled a
critical comparison of the results. Bubble patterns, time-averaged particle distributions and bed
expansion dynamics measured with a non-intrusive digital image analysis technique were
compared to simulation results at three different fluidisation velocities. In all comparisons with
experimental results the discrete particle model gave superior resemblance. It was better capable
of capturing complex structures such as initialisation of small bubbles near the bottom of the bed
and strings of particles within larger bubbles. Time-averaged particle volume fractions obtained
with the discrete particle model reflected the experimental results better and bed expansion
analyses gave better results as well. For both CFD models the simulated flow fields and granular
temperature profiles were compared. The results indicated that the kinetic theory of granular flow
gave meaningful estimates for the particle phase fluctuating velocity, which is one of the key
parameters in the closure equations. The most critical comparison between experiments and
modelling results was given by analysis of the bed expansion dynamics. Though both models
predicted the right fluidisation regime and trends in bubble sizes and bed expansion, the predicted
bed expansion dynamics differed significantly from the experimental results. Alternative gas-
particle drag models resulted in significantly different bed dynamics, but the gap between
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modelling and the experimental results could not be closed. Visual observation of the experiments
made clear that the differences were mainly caused by the formation of densely packed regions
with multiple particle contacts in which no particle vibration was observed. Hard-sphere discrete
particle models can not account for these contacts and they are neglected in the derivation of the
closures for the continuum model according to the kinetic theory of granular flow. A simple
frictional viscosity model from the field of soil mechanics could not improve the simulated bed
dynamics.

Nomenclature

dp Particle diameter, m
e Coeffic ient of normal restitution, -
h Height, m
Ncell Number of computational cells, -
Npart Total number of particles, -
Npart,k Number of particles in kth computational cell, -
t Time, s
u Velocity of continuum, m/s
v velocity of particle, m/s
Umf Minimum fluidisation velocity, m/s
Vcell,k Volume of kth computational cell, m3

Greek symbols

β0 Coefficient of tangential restitution, -
ε Volume fraction, -
µ Dynamic friction coefficient, -
θ Granular temperature, m2/s2

Subscripts

bed Averaged over whole bed
i Particle index number
k Computational cell index number
p Particle
s Solids
t Time-average

Mathematical notation

- Vector quantity
< > Ensemble average
min Minimum
max Maximum
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Table 1:  Experimental system.

Bed dimensions:

width 150 mm
depth 15 mm
height 700 mm

Number of particles ~ 24750
Initial bed height 15 cm

Particle properties:

Diameter 2.49  ± 0.02 mm
Density 2526 ± 6 kg/m3

Shape factor ~ 1
Minimum fluidisation velocity 1.25 ± 0.01 m/s

Particle collision properties (Gorham and Kharaz, 1999):

Particle-particle collisions Particle-wall collisions
coefficient of normal restitution en = 0.97 ± 0.01 en,wall = 0.97 ± 0.01
coefficient of friction µ = 0.10 ± 0.01 µwall = 0.09 ± 0.01
coefficient of tangential restitution β0 = 0.33 ± 0.05 β0,wall = 0.33 ± 0.05
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Table 2:  Overview of experimental and simulated bed expansion dynamics.

fluidisation
velocity

<h>t

[m]
RMS <h>
[m]

Expansion
freq. [Hz]

remarks

experiment 1.25 Umf 0.092 0.0098 1.6
experiment 1.50 Umf 0.114 0.0226 1.6
experiment 2.00 Umf 0.135 0.0323 1.4

DPM 1.25 Umf 0.085 0.0016 3.2
DPM 1.50 Umf 0.097 0.0052 2.0
DPM 2.00 Umf 0.120 0.0074 2.0

TFM 1.25 Umf 0.085 0.0020 3.0
TFM 1.50 Umf 0.095 0.0026 2.8
TFM 2.00 Umf 0.118 0.0039 2.4

Grid refinement
TFM 1.50 Umf 0.096 0.0030 2.6 fine grid
TFM 2.00 Umf 0.120 0.0060 2.1 fine grid

Wall effects
DPM 1.50 Umf 0.095 0.0042 2.3 ideal front and back wall
TFM 1.50 Umf 0.095 0.0023 2.8 3D, fine grid
DPM 1.50 Umf 0.095 0.0048 2.8 all walls ideal
TFM 1.50 Umf 0.095 0.0020 3.2 all walls ideal

Effect of rotation
DPM 1.50 Umf 0.093 0.0030 3.0 no rotation

Effect of contact friction
TFM 1.50 Umf 0.095 0.0025 2.8 frictional viscosity

Effect of drag model
TFM 1.92 m/s 0.088 0.0035 3.3 drag Foscolo et al.
TFM 1.92 m/s 0.094 0.0031 3.2 drag Garside and Al-Dibouni

Effective restitution coefficient
TFM 1.25 Umf 0.085 0.0020 2.4
TFM 1.50 Umf 0.096 0.0040 2.2
TFM 2.00 Umf 0.117 0.0062 1.8
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DPM experiment TFM

a) Snapshots taken at 1.25 Umf.

DPM experiment TFM

b) Snapshots taken at 1.50 Umf.

DPM experiment TFM

c) Snapshots taken at 2.00 Umf.

Figure 1:  Snapshots taken from experiments and CFD simulations with the Discrete Particle
Model (DPM) and the Two-Fluid Model (TFM) at the moment of bubble eruption.
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DPM experiment TFM

a) Time average particle volume fractions at 1.25 Umf

DPM experiment TFM

b) Time average particle volume fractions at 1.50 Umf.

DPM experiment TFM

c) Time average particle volume fractions at 2.00 Umf.

Figure 2:  Comparison of measured time average (t = 5-10 s) particle volume fractions to results
of CFD simulations with the Discrete Particle Model (DPM) and the Two-Fluid Model (TFM).
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DPM TFM DPM TFM

a) Time average particle phase velocity and granular temperature at 1.25 Umf.

DPM TFM DPM TFM

b) Time average particle phase velocity and granular temperature at 1.50 Umf.

DPM TFM DPM TFM

c) Time average particle phase velocity and granular temperature at 2.00 Umf.

Figure 3:  Comparison between time average (t = 5-10 s.) particle velocities and granular
temperatures obtained from CFD simulations.
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Figure 4:  Average granular temperature versus fluidisation velocity (RMS indicated by error
bars).

Figure 5:  Comparison of measured and simulated average particle heights obtained at 1.50 Umf.
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